
Finding Oneness with Yourself

Learning how to bring healing and inner peace into your life



Self-Love

/’self ‘lev/ 

noun

regard for one’s own 
well-being and 
happiness 

Merriam-Webster 
Dictionary



WHAT 

INFLUENCES 

YOUR      

SELF-

WORTH?

• FAMILY STORIES 

AND TEACHINGS

• INTERNALIZING 

EXTERNAL WORLD 

INPUT



Shift Your          

Self-perception

• BE OPEN TO 
ACCEPTANCE AND 
LOVE

• START FEELING WORTHY, 
VALUABLE, AND 
DESERVING OF 
RECEIVING THE BEST LIFE 
HAS TO OFFER

• ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR 
OWN AFFECTION AND 
APPRECIATION



Know 

your 

potential



Know 

your 

potential

SELF-FORGIVENESS



FORGIVENESS as a SPIRITUAL PRACTICE
What it is AND is not

Forgiveness is NOT:  

1.  Forgiving is not condoning the behavior nor giving permission to do it again.

2.  It is not about denying one’s anger or pain.

3.  Societal “myths”:

a. “forgive and forget”  or “let bygones be bygones” 

Instead---“forgive and remember’ is a healthier response

b. “If he apologizes, I’ll forgive him.”  

c.   Teach kids to say, “I’m sorry.” whether or not they feel it.  Also teach
acceptance of apology, whether or not the person is ready to receive it.



FORGIVENESS as a SPIRITUAL PRACTICE
What it is AND is not

Forgiveness IS:

1.  about releasing my pain and suffering

2.  about internal work, changing myself, not the other person.

3.  about shifting my energy and my focus away from negative stories

4.  Definition I work with: 

Forgiveness is something I choose to do within myself so that I can go back (or  

forward) into relationship with love.

Corollary:  No one is ever required to forgive anyone anything.

Betsy Griscom



Definition 

#1
FORGIVENESS

/fər’givnəs/ 

noun

something I choose to 
do within myself so that 
I can go back (or 
forward) into 
relationship with love

Betsy Griscom



Definition 

#2
FORGIVENESS

/fər’givnəs/ 

noun

releasing my pain and 

suffering

D. Patrick Miller



Definition 

#3
FORGIVENESS

/fər’givnəs/ 

noun

giving up all hope for 
a better past

D. Patrick Miller



Definition 

#4
FORGIVENESS

/fər’givnəs/ 

noun

to give up resentment 
against or the desire to 
punish; to stop being 
angry with; to pardon

Webster’s Unabridged 
Dictionary



Definition 

#5
FORGIVENESS

/fər’givnəs/ 

noun

Simply the religious word 

for letting go

Reverend Richard Rohr



I forgave myself__________________________________

_________________________________________________.

I was able to forgive myself by ___________________

_________________________________________________.

I felt_____________________________________________

_________________________________________________.

Reflect and Share about a 

time of self-forgiveness



I did not forgive myself___________________________

_________________________________________________.

I was not able to forgive myself because 

_________________________________________

________________________________________.

When I could not forgive myself, I felt _____________
_________________________________________________.

Reflect and Share about a 

time of not forgiving self



Self-forgiveness Quotes

“Love itself is an act of endless, compassionate forgiveness.”  (2, p.13)

“Self-forgiveness and the ability to forgive others, or indeed to receive forgiveness 

ourselves, is an inner way of self-reflection and self-knowledge, an openness to healing 

our wounds with self-kindliness and compassion. …… Self-forgiveness is impossible without 

letting go of guilt, self-blame, and in terms of our grief, the tyrannical flagellation of “if 

only.”  (2, p. 14)

“Forgiveness itself is a step-by-step source experience.  It is not possible to forgive---or 

indeed to feel deeply forgiven---unless it derives from the source of our very being, 

conditioned by simplicity, often requiring not less than everything.  Forgiveness is an act of 

love and compassion---not least toward ourselves.”  (2, p. 22)



Self-forgiveness Quotes (continued)

“Never forget that to forgive yourself is to release trapped energy that could be doing 
good work in the world.  Thus, to judge and condemn yourself is a form of selfishness.  Self-

prosecution is never noble; it does no one a service.” (1, p.46)

“I learned that the most meaningful absolution is the absolution we give ourselves.  

Moments of self-forgiveness are cleansing moments, an absolution of the eternal, the 

meaning of love.”  (2, p. 10)
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